Abstract-In this paper we describe three 3D standard cell placement algorithms, which are: "3D Placement using Sequential Off-the-Shelf 2D Placement Tools", "True-3D Analytical Placement with mPL" and "3D Placement using Simultaneous 2D Placements with mPL". We use these algorithms to place three case studies in a real face-to-face 3D integration process. The three case studies are a 2 point FFT butterfly processing element (PE), an Advanced Encryption Standard encryption block (AES) and a multiple-input and multiple-output wireless decoder (MIMO). The placements are then fully routed and compared to 2D placements in terms of performance and power consumption. Using this methodology we show that using 3D face-to-face integration with microbumps in conjunction with the three placement algorithms we can improve the maximum clock speed of AES module by 15.3% and the PE by 22.6%, while reducing the power of the AES module and the PE by 2.6% and 12.9% respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the question as to what potential advantage of employing true 3D place and route tools for synthesized logic-on-logic 3D designs. In principal employing such tools should decrease the wiring length significantly. The reduction of on-chip wiring stemming from logic-onlogic 3D integration reduces power consumption and increases performance. The improvements in these metrics is the focus of this work.
In this work we analyze the power consumption and performance benefits of logic-on-logic 3D integration, through three case studies. These three case studies are a butterfly processing element (PE), an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) module and a multiple-input and multiple-output wireless decoder (MIMO) wireless decoder. We believe these case studies represent a variety of design classes. The FFT butterfly processing element is a low power design with a very long critical path through a multiplier and two adders. The AES decryption module was obtained from OpenCores repository, and has much shorter critical path than the PE. This MIMO detector design is an implementation of a K-best sphere decoder that has a large number of flip-flops that are used for shift registers [1] . These case studies are carried out in Tezzaron's 130 nm 3DIC process, which is described in Section III. For the case study the unit is placed using three different 3D placement algorithms and one 2D placement algorithm for comparison purposes. These placement algorithms are "3D Placement using Sequential Off-the-Shelf 2D Placement Tools", "True-3D Analytical Placement with mPL" and "3D Placement using Simultaneous 2D Placements with mPL", which are described in Section IV-B, IV-C and IV-D respectively.
II. RELATED WORK There has been some research work conducted in 3D standard cell placement. The early work includes Hentschke et al. [2] , Deng et al. [3] , and Cong et al. [4] . The work in [2] presents a quadratic placement algorithm for placing standard cells that provides a 32% reduction in total wire length using 5 tiers on the ISPD 2004 benchmarks. The work in [3] shows a 21.4% total wire length reduction for the golem3 benchmark using their 3D standard cell placer. The work in [4] used a transformation based approach to get a class of 3D placement solutions with wirelength and TSV trade-off from an optimized 2D placement. All these works mainly focus on reducing total wire length, which is a very important metric. However, this metric does not present the complete picture as it is hard to directly translate into improvements in performance and power consumption. This work improves upon that by routing the placed circuits and directly analyzing the result in terms of power and performance. A more detailed survey of 3D physical design algorithms is available in [5] .
III. 3D INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY
The potential advantage of employing true 3D place and route tools to implement digital systems is highly dependent on the parameters of the 3D technology used. There are four main parameters that characterize a given 3D integration process and have the most impact on the results. These parameters are: the footprint of the via in micrometers, the minimum pitch at which two vias can placed next to each other (also in micrometers), which metal layers are blocked by placing the via and whether a given via has to be placed on a grid or can be placed freely. Table I shows the four parameters of 3D vias that are a part of Tezzaron, MIT Lincoln Laboratory 3D integration process [6] . We use the technology parameters of Tezzaron's [7] , [8] , [9] 130 nm 3D technology process for all the placements. The advantage of this process is that through-tier connections do not block any routing because the process uses microbumps in face-to-face (as shown on the left of Figure 1 
IV. 3D PLACEMENT
This section describes the three 3D placement approaches in our case studies, which are: "3D Placement using Sequential Off-the-Shelf 2D Placement Tools", and "3D Placement using Simultaneous 2D Placements with mPL", and "True-3D Analytical Placement with mPL". We also compared them with 2D placement .
A. 2D Placement using Off-the-Shelf Tools
2D placement using off-the-shelf tools is as the name implies a traditional 2D placement that is done using commercial tools. The commercial tool that are used for both placement and routing in this case is Cadence Encounter. This is very convenient as the same tool is also used for routing the other placements and as such insures a fair comparison between 2D and 3D placements.
B. 3D Placement using Sequential Off-the-Shelf 2D Placement Tools
The first placement algorithm we explore is the one that is the most similar to 2D placement in the sense that it basically realizes a 3D placement from two separate 2D placements and it uses off-off-shelf commercial tools to obtain its placement. It works in the following manner. First, the netlist of the design is represented by a hypergraph where the nodes correspond to the standard cells and the hyperedges correspond to the nets that connect the standard cells. The hypergraph is then partitioned into two balanced halves that have as few edges between the halves as possible. This partitioning is done using hMetis [10] and in the partitioning the area balance is favored over minimizing the number of edges. This is done to ensure that area is not wasted due to an imbalance between the tiers. Placement is then completed using Cadence Encounter as follows. First, the first tier is 2D placed without any constraints from either the input or the output pins. This placement is then used for 3D via assignment as described in Section V-A. The 3D via assignment is then used to constrain a re-placement of the first tier, followed by a placement of the second tier.
C. True-3D Analytical Placement with mPL
This placement is implemented by an analytical 3D placer, mPL-3D [11] . This analytical placer formulates and solves the 3D placement as a nonlinear programming problem (NLP). The problem variables include the horizontal placement (x,y) of each cell, and the vertical placement (tier assignment) z. The intermediate tier assignment is relaxed to allow fractional placement between two neighboring tiers, and it is eventually legalized when the problem is solved. The NLP has an objective as the weighted sum of half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL) and the number of 3D vias, with the constraints that the bin-wise area of standard cells is less than the bin capacity in a binned 3D placement region. The constraints are converted to a penalty term as the sum of squares of bin overflows, and a legalized solution is obtained when a sequence of penalized objectives are solved with an increasing penalty factor. For the placements of the case studies, we set the weight of 3D vias in the objective function with a small number (0.1), which result in a high number of 3D vias. Thus, it tries its best to minimize the HPWL by allowing a certain amount of nets across tiers.
D. 3D Placement using Simultaneous 2D Placements with mPL
This pseudo-3D placement is also implemented by mPL-3D. It performs in a way that is a mix between the placements in Section IV-B and IV-C. It uses fewer vias than the placement in Section IV-C. In this placement algorithm the tier assignment is done using hMetis just like in Section IV-B. However, instead of performing two separate 2D placements, it calls mPL-3D with the tier assignment z fixed, and only has the horizontal placement (x,y) as variables. This improves upon the placement in Section IV-B as each tier directly influences the placement on the other tier.
V. 3D ROUTING
In order to analyze the power and performance benefits of logic-on-logic 3D integration, it is necessary to complete 3D routing of the placed cells. Luckily, there is less difference between 2D and 3D routing than between 2D and 3D placement because the multiple metal layers used for 3D routing create a 3D structure that is similar to the one that is used for 2D wiring. Although, there has been some research effort spent on native 3D routing [12] , [13] . The approach we use in this work involves decomposing the 3D routing problem into separate 2D routing problems that can be solved with conventional 2D routing tools. We do this by employing a 3D via assignment algorithm that is explained in Section V-A.
A. 3D Via Assignment
This section describes the 3D via assignment algorithm. The algorithm was originally proposed by Thorolfsson et al. [14] and was used for all three of the 3D placement algorithms. The algorithm is based on Lee's algorithm [15] and works in the following manner. First, a grid is generated that corresponds to the 3D via grid. Each wire that travels between tiers is then assigned to the grid square that is the closest to the wire terminal in the clocked tier. This results in some grid squares having multiple wires assigned to them. After the initial assignment, a shifting operation is performed on every grid square that has more than one inter-tier wire. The shifting operation starts with the grid squares that have the highest number of inter-tier wires and proceeds downward. The shifting operation works in the following manner. The shortest path from the grid square to a free grid square is found using Lee's algorithm. Along that path the content of every grid square along that path is shifted one grid square towards the free square. This reduces the number of inter-tier wires in the target square by one. The shifting operation is performed until no square has more than one inter-tier wire. The algorithm is shown below:
Input: Location of cells that connect to 3D vias Output: The 3D via assignment AssignEveryInterTierSignalToNearestGridSquare(); foreach Grid Square i j do if 3D vias assigned to i j > 1 then while 3D vias assigned to i j > 1 do k = ShortestPathToFreeGridSquare(); foreach 3D Via on path k do Shift3DViaAlongPath(); end end end end
VI. RESULTS
The results of placing the three case studies are generated in the following manner. First, each of the case studies is synthesized to a gate level netlist using Synopsys Design Compiler. This gate level netlist is then is placed in Cadence Encounter using either Encounter's placer or mPL-3D's placer depending on the placement algorithm used. The number of 3D vias is different for each placement algorithm. The True-3D Analytical Placement algorithm uses more 3D vias than the other two placement algorithms (but with more wirelength reduction). Table II shows the utilization of the placements for each case study. For each of the placements, the cells that use the clock signal are kept on the same tier. Keeping these cells in the same tier makes the design more resistant to process variation as all the clock buffers are manufactured on the same wafer. After placement, clock tree synthesis is performed using Cadence Encounter Cts. in the tier that has the clock, followed by routing of both tiers. After routing, the interconnect parasitics are extracted into a SPEF file and the total wire length of the route is calculated. The SPEF file is then read into Synopsys PrimeTime. In PrimeTime the maximum clock period along with the power consumption is determined from the parasitics of the SPEF file. Due to time limitations, the Sequential and the True 3D placements were not completed. The results for the placements are presented numerically in the Table III , followed by the percentage improvement over 2D in Table IV . In both tables PE refers to FFT processing element, AES to the Advanced Encryption Standard encryption block and MIMO to the wireless decoder. Additionally, a visualization of the placed and routed AES case study for the 2D placement, and the top of bottom of the sequential 3D placement is shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 
VII. CONCLUSION
We have shown that using logic-on-logic integration can improve the maximum clock frequency (up to 22.6%) and the power consumption (up to 12.9%) of different digital circuits. These improvements are realizable with little additional work using current 2D tools as we demonstrated with the 3D Placement using Sequential Off-the-Shelf 2D Placement Tool Algorithm, but are definitely more substantial when true 3D placement is used. Furthermore, the use of face-to-face integration does improve the result because the microbumps, unlike TSVs do not block any routing. Finally, these results are contingent on having enough 3D connections available for a given number of cells. If the cell size is reduced via a process shrink without an accompanied reduction in the the 3D via pitch the benefits of logic-on-logic may not be as substantial.
